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Harmonie Maps and the Topology of Stable Hypersurfaces and
Manifolds with Non-negative Ricci Curvature

Richard Schoen and Shing Tung Yau*

This paper may be viewed as a continuation of our previous paper [8] where
we discuss certain function theoretic properties of complète Riemannian manifolds

and their géométrie applications One useful theorem there îs that when / îs

a non-negative subharmonic function defined on a complète Riemannian manifold
M, then / does not belong to LP(M) for ail p&gt; 1

In this paper we shall make use of this fact However, another important tool,
the concept of harmonie map, will also be used

Harmonie maps are cntical points of the energy functional defined on the

space of maps between two Riemannian manifolds In [1], Eells and Sampson
proved that if N îs a compact manifold with non-positive curvature, then any
continuous map from a compact manifold into N îs homotopic to a harmonie

map Later Hamilton [4] generahzed this to the case where the domain manifold
îs a compact manifold with boundary

While thèse theorems hâve obvious géométrie interest, apparently they hâve

rarely been used in the study of geometry of manifolds In this paper, we make

our first attempt in this direction
To motivate the idea, we make some observations first It îs rather easy to see

that every harmonie map from a compact manifold with positive Ricci curvature
to a manifold with non-positive curvature îs a constant map (cf [1]) Taking the
domain manifold to be the sphère, we conclude immediately that a compact
manifold with non-positive curvature îs a K(tt, 1) which îs a well-known
conséquence of a theorem of Cartan-Hadamard On the other hand, it îs also easy to see

that the image of every harmonie map from a torus into a compact manifold with
négative curvature îs a géodésie Couphng with the above facts, we see that m the
fundamental group of a compact manifold of négative curvature, every abehan

subgroup îs cychc This îs a theorem of Preissmann
In order to obtain new results, we turn the above arguments backward and

study complète non-compact manifolds with non-negative Ricci curvature

&apos;
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As far as we know, there are only a few known topological restrictions to thèse

manifolds. Milnor [6] (subsequently, Wolf [7] and Gromoll-Cheeger [3]) showed
that every finitely generated subgroup of the fundamental group of thèse manifolds

has polynomial growth with order less than the dimension of the manifold.
Then Gromoll-Meyer [5] showed that every complète non-compact manifold with
positive Ricci curvature has at most one end. Using this last fact, we also showed
in [8] that for complète manifolds with positive Ricci curvature, the first cohomol-

ogy group with compact support is torsion.
One of the main theorems in this paper is to prove that given any compact

domain D in a complète manifold with non-negative Ricci curvature such that dD
is simply connected, then any homomorphism from tti(D) into the fundamental

group of a compact manifold of non-positive curvature is trivial. To see that this
is not a conséquence of the above topological obstructions, let M be any compact
simply-connected manifold and let M be the complément of a point in S1xM.
Then clearly M has only one end and the growth of tti(M) is small. However,
according to our theorem, M does not admit complète metric with non-negative
Ricci curvature.

The second main theorem of this paper is to apply the same idea to study the

topology of complète non-compact stable minimal hypersurfaces in a complète
non-negatively curved manifold. We find the same topological obstruction to this
class of manifolds. Even if we assume the ambient manifold is the euclidean

space, our theorem seems to give the first known topological obstruction to stable

hypersurfaces.
Since harmonie maps are not necessarily linear, thèse theorems may be

considered as non-linear vanishing theorems.

1. Existence of a Harmonie Map

Let M be a complète Riemannian manifold and N be a compact manifold
with non-positive sectional curvature. Let /:M-^Nbe a smooth map. Then the

energy of / is defined to be the intégral JB(/) JM trM(f* ds%) where the integrand
is the trace of the pull back of the metric tensor of N taken with respect to the
metric tensor of M.

In this section, we shall show that when E(/)&lt;oo? we can find a harmonie map
h:M-+ N such that h is homotopic to / on each compact set of M and E(h) &lt; &lt;».

Let M, be a séquence of compact manifolds (with boundary) such that
M U, M,. Then according to Hamilton [4] we can find harmonie maps hl:Ml-^N
which are homotopic to f\Mt. Furthermore, E{hl)^E(f\Ml). It remains
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therefore to prove that there is a subsequence of {ht} which converges uniformly
on compact subsets of M.

Let p be an arbitrary point in M. Then we shall find a neighborhood U of p
and a subsequence of {ht} which converges uniformly on U.

The first step is to produce a neighborhood of p such that the energy densities
e(ht) trM(hf dslt) of ht are uniformly bounded on this neighborhood. Thus, let
L/i be a compact neighborhood of p and c be the infinimum of the Ricci curvature
of U\. A straightforward computation then shows that on Uu Ae(fi,)- ce(ht)&gt;0.

For our purpose, c 0 is the most interesting case. Hence we give a proof for
this spécial case first.

Let (r, 0) be the géodésie polar coordinate at the point p where 0 is a point in
the unit sphère S. Let Jgrn~~l drdO be the volume élément associated to this
coordinate System. Then Stoke&apos;s theorem and Ae(fi,)&gt;0 shows that

f àe(M
(p, 0)Vgd0&gt;O (1.1)

Jees àr

when p is less than the injectivity radius at p.

Therefore,

-ïf d

j+sup dr ,0ex (L2)

Integrating this inequality, we obtain

e(K)(p)^ R sup -logVg(r,0) (1.3)
dr

where R is less than the injectivity radius at p.

By the mean value theorem, we see that for each R within the injectivity
radius at p, there is a number R such that

e(K) d-4)

Therefore, when R is within the injectivity radius at p and M, covers the bail
of radius R,

¦ R n
exp LR sup

I ees
— logVg EthjM,] (1.5)
dr
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In case c&lt; 0, one can use arguments of [1]. In fact, let i?bea small number so

that for ail point q with distance not greater than nR away from p, the injectivity
radius at q is greater than JR where n dim M. Let &lt;f&gt; be a function defined on the
real line so that &lt;£(jt) Ofor |x|&lt;jR~n+2 and &lt;f&gt;(x) x for |jc|&gt;(K/2)&quot;n+2. Then for
n&gt;3, define the function F{qx, q2) &lt;t&gt;(d(qlf q2)~n+2) onMxM where d{qx, q2) is

the distance between qx and q2. (For n 2, we replace d{quq2)~n+2 by

As in [1] p. 142, there is a constant A such that

e(h,)(p)&lt;;A( (F^^ + lM^Xq) (1.6)

Iterating this, we obtain

e(K){p)^Ak \ Fk(p, q)e(K)(q) (1.7)
Jd(p,q)&lt;kR

where the Fk are defined inductively by F! F 4-1 and

Fk(qi,q2)=f Fk-1(qux)(F(x9q2) + l) (1.8)
jm

When k&gt;n/2, Fk(p, q) is bounded for d(p,q)-^nR. It follows from this and

(1.7) that e(h,)(p) can be bounded by E(ht | M,).
Having bounded the energy density, it is then standard (cf. [1]) to estimate the

higher derivatives of ht and hence prove that a subsequence of ht converges
uniformly in a neighborhood of p. By using the diagonal process, we hâve then

proved the claim at the beginning of this section.

2. The Fundamental Group of Complète Manifolds with Non-negative Ricci
Curvature

Let M be a complète manifold with non-negative Ricci curvature and N be a

compact manifold with non-positive sectional curvature. Let / be a harmonie map
from M to N with finite energy. Then we claim that / is a constant map.

By formula (16), p. 123 of [1], we hâve

(2.1)

where O(/*) ^ 0 under our curvature assumption.
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By définition of j3(/), one can check easily

^|Ve(/)|2 (2.2)

The inequalities (2.1) and (2.2) together show that \le{f) is subharmonic on M.
In [8], we hâve shown that every non-negative L2-integrable subharmonic

function on a complète Riemannian manifold must be a constant. Applying this to
e(f), we conclude that e(f) is a constant.

On the other hand, we hâve also shown in [8] that when M is a complète
non-compact manifold with non-negative Ricci curvature, then the volume of M
is infinité (also known to E. Calabi [9]). This forces the constant e(f) to be zéro
and / to be a constant map. Therefore, we hâve proved the following

THEOREM 1. Let M be a complète manifold with non-negative Ricci curvature

and N be a compact manifold with non-positive curvature. Let f be any smooth

map from M to N with finite energy. Then f is homotopic to constant on each

compact set.

As an application of this theorem, we note the following

COROLLARY. Let M be a complète manifold with non-negative Ricci curvature.

Let D be a compact domain in M with smooth simply connected boundary.
Then there is no non-trivial homomorphism from tti(D) into the fundamental group
of a compact manifold with non-positive curvature.

Proof. Suppose h : tti(D) —» tti(N) is a homomorphism where N is a compact
manifold with non-positive curvature. Then as N is a K(tt, 1), there is a smooth

map f:D-*N such that /*= h. This map is homotopic to a constant map on dD
because dD is simply connected. Therefore, we can extend / to be a smooth map
f:M-+ N such that outside a compact set, /is a constant map. Clearly, / has finite

energy and we can apply the theorem to see that / is homotopic to a constant map
and that h is trivial.

3. Fundamental Group of Stable Immersions

Throughout this section let Mn be a complète non-compact manifold immersed
in a manifold Mn+1 having non-negative sectional curvatures. Also, suppose the
immersion is stable (i.e., minimal and non-negative second variation of area with

respect to compactly supported déformations). Let eu. • •, em en+1 be a local
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orthonormal frame on M such that ei,..., en form an orthonormal frame for M
in a neighborhood of a point xoe M. Let o&gt;i,..., o&gt;n+i be the dual coframe. Let tjl}
be the connection 1-forms of M and a&gt;n+i t =Zr=i ^i^ when restricted to M
defines the symmetric second fundamental form of M. Since the immersion is

minimal, we hâve Zî=i K 0, and the stability inequality is

where &lt;p is any Lipschitz function with compact support on M, Kl}kl is the

curvature tensor of M, and dVM is the volume élément of M (see [10])

LEMMA 1. M has infinité volume.

Proof. Let BR(x0) be the géodésie bail of radius R in M centered at x0.
Choose &lt;p to be a Lipschitz function with the properties

{1
inside BR(x0) ,_ „ ._

« / x
and V&lt;p&lt;l/JR.

0 outside B3R(x0)

The stability inequality implies

V ,2 ,„ ^Vol(M)1
&apos;Br(xo) W-l ^

If Vol (M) &lt; oo, by letting R-+™ we find that M is totally géodésie. Thus, the
sectional curvatures of M are non-negative and by a theorem of [8] we must hâve

Vol (M) oo, a contradiction.
Let Nk be a compact manifold with non-positive sectional curvature. Let

/:M-»Nbea harmonie map. Let xoeM and ëu ëk be an orthonormal frame
in a neighborhood of f(xo)eN. Let 0U..., 6k be the dual coframe and ^1^
a,j8&lt;k the connection forms. Define /ml&lt;a&lt;k, l&lt;f&lt;n by f*$a =ir=i /«.w,
Then e(/) Zr.iZ«-i/«.. Define /„, by d/«,+Z^iW*«^+Zr.i /«i«,.
X;n=i /«!;«;. Then / is harmonie means Zin-i /«» 0 for 1 &lt; a &lt; k.

LEMMA 2. 1/ E(/&lt;oo, rhen / is constant.

Proof. The stability inequality implies

f î hÙv2* f |v&lt;H2.
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Replacing &lt;p by Ve(/)&lt;p we obtain

f e(/)|V&lt;p|2 + 2[ V^(7)&lt;pVV7(7) ¦ V&lt;p

Jm Jm

f e(/)|V*|2--( &lt;p2Ae(/)+[
&lt;p

Jm ^ Jm Jm

By the Gauss curvature équation and formula (2.1) using the fact that the
sectional curvatures of M are non-negative and those of N are non-positive we
obtain

Putting this into the above inequality and rearranging, we obtain

f &lt;P2(X/«.,-|VVè|2)&lt;f e|V&lt;p|2.
Jm Jm

Now

|VV e\2
e

and hence

— ôi Imà \JaiJaj] ~~ Japcaj)

where we hâve thrown out terms where kïj or aï p. Using the Schwarz
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inequality we obtain

I II, ~ ïiSef j^-I (Z M» &quot; Z U™

where we hâve used Z,/aj; 0 and /«,,=/«,,. Therefore, we have J&lt;p2|vVe|2

2nk J e |V&lt;p|2. Choosing 9 as in lemma 1 we obtain

f 2nk

Letting R —&gt; 00 we see that e constant on M. In light of lemma 1 and the fact
that E(/)&lt; 0°, we see that e(/) 0. Thus / is constant.

Combining the existence theorem of section 1 with lemma 2 we have the

following resuit.

THEOREM 2. Let M be a complète non-compact stably immersed hyper-
surface in a manifold of non-negative curvature and N be a compact manifold with

non-positive curvature. Let f:M-*N be a smooth map with E(f)&lt;°°. Then f is

homotopic to constant on each compact set.

As in section 2 we have the following corollary.

COROLLARY. Let M be as in theorem 2. Let D be a compact domain in M
with smooth simply connected boundary. Then there is no non-trivial homomorph-
ism from tti(D) into the fundamental group of a compact manifold with non-
positive curvature.
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